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ABSTRACT 

Hurston‟s “Seraph on the Suwanee” examines white women‟s social position. It portrays race 

and class privilege touch as a formidable recognition for lives of white women along with their 

domestic values. “Seraph on the Suwanee” focuses on white women‟s life which reveals a race 

specifically set of cultural practices that redefine the meaning of class, gender and sex mean. 

Significantly, it allows Hurston to expose race as a social construct and racism as a system of 

oppression inextricably linked to the production and perpetuation of an upwardly moral 

impoverished white middle class. Another critic Mary Helen Washington offers an explanation 

for this novel as a “strange book” that reveals an attitude and moments shared by many readers 

and critics of African American literature.The novel focuses on white characters and their 

psychology apparently places outside the Black Tradition.  It is an expulsion that makes Ann 

Ducille to question the notion of the tradition of the Black People. Ann Ducille re-evaluated 

Hurston‟s text that offers a provoking interpretation of Seraph on the Suwanee which rejects the 

idea that African American must foreground either races or gender. The novel focuses on 

“martial relations rather than race relations”, which exposes gender politics by making familiar 

white women characters. Ann Ducille describes as archetypal which are female vulnerability and 

male domination. 
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The word is associated with a fiery or poisonous serpent, and here it is tempting to read 

the scene in which Jim is almost killed by the snake in combination with Arvay‟s subsequent 

burning of her old home on the Suwanee. In each case, foundations are destroyed. After the 

snake incident, Jim leaves the marriage and after Arvay burns down her childhood home and the 

rats in its walls, she feels confident enough to take the time she needs to complete her journey of 

self-discovery before returning to the marriage as the woman of agency depicted in the final 

scenes of the novel. Her exercise of choice reflects a newfound freedom that of realizing she has 

options. She returns to her marriage through a deliberate act and actively embraces her role in the 

relationship which represents less than as many would see as a feminist ideal. 

 

Impediment to Recognize White Women’s Social Position In “Seraph on the Suwanee” 

 

“The sun had become a light yellow yolk and was walking with red legs across the sky.”  

― Zora Neale Hurston, Seraph on the Suwanee 

Introduction 

Hurston‟s “Seraph on the Suwanee” examines white women‟s social position. It portrays race 

and class privilege touch as a formidable recognition for lives of white women along with their 

domestic values. “Seraph on the Suwanee” focuses on white women‟s life which reveals a race 

specifically set of cultural practices that redefine the meaning of class, gender and sex mean. 

Significantly, it allows Hurston to expose race as a social construct and racism as a system of 

oppression inextricably linked to the production and perpetuation of an upwardly moral 

impoverished white middle class. Another critic Mary Helen Washington offers an explanation 

for this novel as a “strange book” that reveals an attitude and moments shared by many readers 

and critics of African American literature:  
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“it was as though in abandoning the source of the unique aesthetic- the black 

cultural traditional-she also submerged her power and creativity” (21). 

When writing about black people, the race of the people eventually becomes a character 

in the work. Although Hurston has been labeled a race writer, she also wrote texts that 

transcended race. The issues that she addresses in her novels are universal: feelings of inferiority, 

religion, sex, family relationships, and class. Situating the universal issues within the constructs 

of white characters in Seraph on the Suwanee allows her to tell the story without focusing on the 

character of race. The inclusion of the racial character would have significantly altered the text, 

because race and ultimately racism would have considerably affected the novel‟s characters. In 

Black Fiction, Roger Rosenblatt writes,  

“In every instance black is synonymous with rejection, defeat, impossibility, or 

some aspect of predetermined life. Black is both the color the hero bears and the 

force against which he pits his strength” (9).  

This burden of blackness is carried into literature, and it is a burden that is not a part of Seraph 

on the Suwanee‟s story line. Arvay would have endured additional struggles if her skin had been 

black. The story of her struggle with inferiority might have been lost in the larger taleof her race. 

By avoiding race, Hurston is able to avoid portraying racismthat has a tendency to infect and 

affect everything around it. 

The novel focuses on white characters and their psychology apparently places outside the 

Black Tradition.  It is an expulsion that makes Ann Ducille to question the notion of the tradition 

of the Black People. Ann Ducille re-evaluated Hurston‟s text that offers a provoking 

interpretation of Seraph on the Suwanee which rejects the idea that African American must 

foreground either races or gender. The novel focuses on “martial relations rather than race 
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relations”, which exposes gender politics by making familiar white women characters. Ann 

Ducille describes as archetypal which are female vulnerability and male domination. Also Ann 

Ducille points out Hurston who makes an intimate critique of the “coupling convention” in 

Seraph on the Suwanee precisely because her characters were white. Ducille was placing sexual 

violence with- in a white marriage and explores martial rape without subjecting herself.Also she 

points out, 

“The focus on white men and women allows Hurston to take in explicit details of 

the sexual subject matter which allows her to scrutinize with unmatched intimacy 

of the passions and problems of Heterosexual coupling which include the 

previously unexamined issues of courtship and marital rape. Without subjecting 

Hurston her fiction charges the pandering to the white stereo types the black 

sexuality” (115)   

“Seraph on the Suwanee” is a story about poor Southern white crackers who are 

constantly struggling to improve their economic conditions. The protagonist is a white female 

Arvay Henson living in the town of Sawley. Arvay secretly fantasizes about her brother- in- law 

Carl Middleton who is married to her elder sister Larraine. At the age of sixteen, she decides to 

become a missionary. Arvay is a beautiful girl but purposely keeps her suitors away by throwing 

hysterical fits at whoever tries to approach her. When Arvay is twenty-one, a high-class Irishman 

Jim Meserve arrives in the town. Jim not only pursues Arvay, but also seduces and rapes her just 

before their marriage. This induces a feeling of guilt in Arvay which continues to haunt and 

trouble her throughout her life. She keeps her feelings confined to herself and is unable to 

passionately love Jim as like him. They both are unable to communicate their feelings to each 
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other. After twenty years, Arvay realizes her mistake. She apologizes to Jim and finally finds her 

true happiness in domestic bliss with Jim. 

 Hurston‟s fiction charges the pandering white stereotypes of black sexuality. This novel 

leaves unexplored ways which race determines the social position out of sexual violence. Arvay 

Hension Meserve, the white protagonist of Hurston‟s “Seraph on the Suwanee” embodies the life 

of the Hurston‟s grandmother. Also this novel states, about the cracker woman, who occupies the 

social position circumscribed by race, class and gender that intersects both the privilege and the 

oppression. Naturally women possess awareness on class and gender. Hurston‟s protagonist is as 

same as author‟s both maternal and paternal grandmother who does not recognize race and 

racism as a factor which shapes individual environment and determines individual identity which 

is an accepted universal fact for all and not means for white‟s alone. During the time of Post-

world war II, there was recognition by the American‟s for the Black Race. But the American 

Women were conscious on their social construction of white race which is differentiates them. 

In an Ethnographic study, Ruth Frankberg‟s “The social Construction of Whiteness: 

White women, Race matters” exposes whiteness as a set of culturally constructed locations from 

which white women‟s see or more often don‟t see people of color. Seraph on the Suwanee‟s 

protagonist Arvay provides material for Frankberg‟s analysis of white cultural practice by 

showing these women concepts and their relationship with people of color. Frankberg tries to 

enlightens, 

"the racial and ethnic mapping of environments in [both] physical and social    

  terms" (44). 

She also argues, 

"White women's lives are marked by their diverse locations in the materiality of    
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  the racial order"(Frankberg 239) 

Seraph is a complex and highly symbolic novel. It can be studied as a critique in social 

geography, racism as well as class. In the very opening lines of the novel, Hurston gives a 

description of the town of Sawley, situated in West Florida. Hurston writes, 

  Sawley, the town is in west Florida, on the famous Suwanee River. It is flanked  

  on the South by the curving course of the river which Stephen Foster made  

  famous without ever having looked upon its waters, running swift and deep  

  through the primitive forests, and reddened by the chemicals leeched out of  

  drinking roots. On the north, the town is flanked by cultivated field planted to  

  corn, cane potatoes, tobacco and small patches of cotton. (SS 599) 

The pear tree of “Their Eyes were Watching God” is substituted with the mulberry tree in 

“Seraph on the Suwanee” although Arvay does not justify her husband with her tree as Janie 

does. As Morris and Dunn argue, the mulberry tree turns to “Arvay image of herself” (cited in 

Jones 159). The Mulberry tree helps Arvay to reach self- revelation and consequently discover 

her latent sensual and reproductive power. The mulberry tree is exhibited four times throughout 

the novel. First time, Arvay takes Jim to the garden and shows it to him as a reminder of her 

childhood playhouse. Here, the mulberry tree is a symbol of Arvay‟s nativity. In addition to 

being her playhouse, it is considered as a “Sacred House” as it was once the site of meditating on 

her first love, Carl (SS 632). But now, she wishes her territory to be “cleansed” from the memory 

of Carl and locates Jim instead of him. Thus Arvay Henson, the protagonists intriguing 

relationship with nature has been portrayed by the novelist in the below lines, 

   “She wanted a cleansing of her sacred place. […] Jim just had to come here and  

  broom out. […] It was a cool green temple of peace. She stood looking up  
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  through the new green leaves, punctuated by tiny fuzzy things that looked like  

  green, stubby worms. Those were the young mulberries coming on” (SS 632). 

 Residents of the town Sawley live primarily from the profits generated by the lumber and 

turpentine industries. They tend to be descendants of white settlers who immigrated to the area, 

displacing the Native Americans. The Suwanee River functions as the major body of water in the 

area, providing irrigation, food and transportation. Arvay‟s relationship is symbolized in 

connection to the turpentine, the mulberry tree, the Swamp and the sea. Turpentine, which is the 

main product made in Sawley, is used on Arvay as a natural remedy for her seizures in the early 

part of her life. The protagonist Arvay Henson has an intriguing relationship with nature. 

Arvay„s father works in a turpentine camp previously in which Jim Meserve, Arvay‟s 

prospective husband comes to work. Turpentine becomes a natural remedy for Arvay„s hysterical 

fits. The Mulberry tree is one of the poignant symbols in the novel which is an intrinsic part of 

Arvay„s character similar to the blossoming pear tree is to Janie Crawford the heroin, in the 

novel “Their Eyes Were Watching God”. The mulberry tree in her backyard is a sacred place and 

a cool green temple of peace for Arvay. It is a place where Arvay secretly fantasizes about her 

brother-in-law Carl Middleton. She brings Jim near the tree as a gesture of atonement and to 

purge herself of all the fantasies about Carl Middleton. Thus sums up as follows, 

She wanted Carl and all her thoughts about him to be gone from under that 

mulberry tree. She wanted to feel that the temple was cleansed, and that she 

herself was clean and worthy of what she was about to receive. (SS 632) 

Jim‟s relationships with other individuals in the novel further illuminate the 

characteristics that prove his self-actualization. Maslow describes self-actualized people as being  
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“friendly with anyone of suitable character regardless of class, education, political 

belief, race, or color” (Motivation and Personality 220).  

The mulberry tree bears the significance of Arvay's freedom. This powerful imagery that 

connects characters to natural elements such as specific trees, in addition to her adaptation of the 

mule metaphor which exemplifies the transformation from repression to management of one‟s 

life. Hurston provides a distinct portrayal of oppressed women, by emphasizing their bodies, 

expressing their longings, and their search for the self. It is assumed that the mulberry tree is a 

significant metaphor that produces multiple layers of meaning within the novel. It is fruitful to 

point to the commonality of the substantial presence of natural elements in both Hurston's works. 

Sharon Jones reads the scene of burning down the house differently, 

   “Burning it represents a parting with that aspect of her youth and recognition 

  that, try as she might, she can never return to her folk roots. Her ascension to 

  bourgeois status and exposure to material comforts renders her incapable of living 

  in her childhood home again. Her romantic illusions about the folk past disappear  

  as it burns down, and now she sees the house and her past differently. The   

  burning of the house signifies an attempt to reconcile her past and present, the  

  folk and the bourgeois, and the Old and New South. As a consequence, she  

  becomes neither folk nor bourgeois but somewhere in between in her   

  sensibilities” (111). 

Jim immersed in self-assimilation has been hushed into acquiescence. Butler exemplifies: 

Jim‟s story represents the privileged, patriarchal status quo while Arvay‟s struggle represents an 

attempt to resist oppression and erasure of self. The male or female dichotomy running through 

her novel suggests that Hurston had found a way to use her feminist consciousness to elaborate 
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on subvert gender politics. The politics of gender where man is the superior figure in a man-

woman relationship is reverted, as Jim is not a complete man without Arvay. Throughout Jim 

had used his physical power on her body and now she returns with knowledge that “within her 

own flesh were many mysteries” (SS 919). She willingly takes the role of a nurturer, through her 

resistance to oppression and affirmation of her freedom of choice. Hurston‟s novels, deal 

extensively the struggle of a woman to be regarded as a person in a male-dominated society.  

In “Every Tub Must Sit on its Own Bottom”, Deborah Plant declares,  

“understanding Hurston as a thinker as well as a doer, is essential in an analysis of 

her as a model of resistance” which is a “characteristic of women of the Women 

of the African diasporas who continually struggle against „social‟, sexual, 

economic and cultural domination” (Plant 1). 

The word is associated with a fiery or poisonous serpent, and here it is tempting to read 

the scene in which Jim is almost killed by the snake in combination with Arvay‟s subsequent 

burning of her old home on the Suwanee. In each case, foundations are destroyed. After the 

snake incident, Jim leaves the marriage and after Arvay burns down her childhood home and the 

rats in its walls, she feels confident enough to take the time she needs to complete her journey of 

self-discovery before returning to the marriage as the woman of agency depicted in the final 

scenes of the novel. Her exercise of choice reflects a newfound freedom that of realizing she has 

options. She returns to her marriage through a deliberate act and actively embraces her role in the 

relationship which represents less than as many would see as a feminist ideal. 
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